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ABSTRACT
Fingerprint recognition systems are widely used for the personnel verification and identification. Various
approaches are used for this purpose. In this paper the model and data are present which tell us how
fingerprints are process. This research also defines the structure of fingerprint, classes of fingerprints,
tools and techniques used by the different researchers at the different levels of the recognition system are
presented in detail. The techniques are compared with each other using fingerprint. Minutiae Matching,
Pattern Matching or ridges feature bases technique the conclusions of the approaches are compared to
find out the best used approach.
Keywords: Biometric, Minutiae Matching, Pattern Matching or ridges feature.
1 INTRODUCTION
Fingerprint is a structural biometric feature to
personal verification and identification. Biometric
is composed of two words Bios means "life" and
Metric means "measurement". In fingerprint
recognition systems the pattern of ridges is
measured. This is narrow sense is an imprint left by
the friction ridges of a person’s finger. In a wider
sense the word; fingerprints are the sketch of an
imprint from the friction ridges of the fingers.
Fingerprints vary person to person due to their
local ridges pattern and their relationships. There
are three basic principles for fingerprint
identification and verification. [1]
1.
2.

3.

image whereas, in the offline approach’s
impression are taken using some device like
camera, scanner, etc. The obtained image is
unfiltered that requires noise filtering, finalization,
binarization, and segmentation process for its
identification [5][6]. In figure 1.1 describe the
process of biomatrix

Every person's fingerprint has an
individual characteristic.[2],[3]
Fingerprint never changes during lifetime
but in some case, it will be transparent in
old age.
Fingerprint has ridges mold and these
fingerprints are to be classified into three
groups.

There are two approaches used for fingerprint
identification [4]: one is online and other is offline;
in the online approaches thumb impression
machine is used which provides complete digital

Figure 1
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In both approaches, the following steps are
involved in the identification of the fingerprint
1.

Image acquisition
In offline fingerprint recognition images of
(Fingerprint) are acquired by scanners, and
cameras but in online image are capture by
fingerprint impression machine [5],[6].

2.

Image preprocessing
When images are captured, they contain
unwanted noise, so the images are applied
noise filtering operation removing unwanted
line and edges, binarization for binary image

The steps used in pre-processing are as follows:
1.

Noise filtering
When images are acquired from cameras and
scanners, they contain noise and unwanted
fragmentation.
noise filtering noises and
fragmentation are removed.

2.

Binarization
In Binarization process grey scale image converted
into the binary image

3.

Thinning
The signal transformation of image that converts it
to dense digital image into the reedy image. It also
gets from its skeleton form. Thinning is the
structural technique for the shape of plane region is
to the lessen the graph. With the help of
skeletonizing algorithm [7][2].




It removes end points in the finger.
Smash connected.
Reason excessive corrosion of the region
of fingerprint.
4. Segmentaion
The method to search out the interest region of
image are usually referred to as segmentation
procedure. This is the process of to divide
foreground from the background.The main purpose
to present this research paper study different
techniques and algorithms (Extraction techniques
Cause excessive erosion of the region).
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applications sixth conclusion and future work are
discussed.
II.
PERVIOUS TRENDS
In the year of 1000, BC the archaeologist’s evidence
of antique Chinese civilizations. These people using
their fingers prints to sign the authorized documents.
The research scholar Dr. Nehemiah define the ridges,
pores and channels are found in human in the feet and
hands in 1684. After some time, later professor
Johannsen produce a system, that system used to
define the classification of the fingerprints. He draws
9 fingerprint pattern categories in detail. Every
pattern has named and its devised rule for their
individual’s classification. He proofs that every
person has unique fingerprints, even sibling all has
different finger impression In the beginning of
1880s, Sir William Herschel who is Chief administer
of Bangladeshis used the impression of thumb to
recognize his workers. An English physician working
in Tokyo. He published a letter in the journal nature
in which he suggests the best way to identify people
is figure print impression in 1980s. A famous
anthropologist named Sir Galton published his
document in which he forced to use figure print
identification purpose. The International Association
for Identification praised his work,1892; after some
years later a research the English researcher Sir
Francis Galton printed a book entitled Fingerprints in
which he describes a classification method of
fingerprints. In 1897; Sir Edward Henry proposed a
modified classification system which was adopted by
Scotland Yard in the 1901 which is still the basis for
taking fingerprints in most English-speaking
countries. In 1901 first official use of fingerprints in
the USA by the New York City Service Commission.
1930 national fingerprint file set up in America by the
FBI. After 1990s lot system are created. Now a day's
biometrics is used in every area of life and every
profession (schools, organizations, banks, police,
army and etc.).Technology has improved immensely
with time, such as the search, storage, retrieval and
matching of prints using computers (automated
fingerprint identification systems; AFIS).
III.

1.

Pattern base Matching or ridges bases
techniques.
2. Pattern base matching or ridges features.
3. Correlation Base Matching.
In this paper ridges are classified into groups and
subgroup of fingerprint. Those techniques are
applied in fingerprint recognition.
First section review work is discussed second
section Finger pattern and class, or group are
discussed third section algorithms are discussed
forth section tool are discuss fifth section

FINGER PATTERN AND CLASS OR
GROUP
According to this research pattern lines are
classified into four groups, Loops, Arches, whorls
and Arches Plain.
Table 1

Loops
Accidentals
Whorls
Arches Plain

1
34
60
5
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Table 3

A. Radical Loop or left
loop

B. Ulnar Loop or
Right loop

Figure 2 chart 2[8]

1. Loops
Pattern line of loops are start and end at same
point. Loops are further divided into 2 groups.

In radical loop the flow is
downward and towards the
radius intended for thumb side.

The flows litter finger
side or towards the ulnar
side.

Table 2

Loops
Plain Arches
Tented Arch
Radial
Ulnar

Frequency
60
40
6
94

Figure 3 chart 3[8]

2. Arches
In arches the pattern line not contain delta. These
ridges lines flow in one side and flow out from
other side. Arches are classified into two groups.
Table 4

Plain Arches

Tented Arch

Plain Arches ridges tend
to rise in the center of
the pattern, forming a
wave-like pattern. Plain
Arch ridges entering
from one side of the
print and exiting on the
opposite side

Tented Arch is
analogous to the Plain
Arch apart from that
instead of rising easily
at the center, spike, or
the ridges meet at an
angle less than 90
degrees.

3. Whorls
Whorls pattern contain at least two deltas with core
points.
Whorls are divided into four groups Whorls obtain
in the structure of a Spiral, Shell, Circle, Target or
Eye. [14]. These four group are further described:
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Table 5
Plain
whorls

CENTRA
L
POCKET
LOOP
WHORLS

DOUBL
E LOOP
WHORL
S or twin
loop

IV.
ACCIDENTA
L WHORLS

FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION
TECHNIQUES
Matching of fingerprint mean comparing two
finger check is it same or not.
Most of Canvasser provide lot of techniques from
these eight techniques are discuss in this research
paper.
1.
2.

Minutiae Extraction techniques.
Pattern base Matching or ridges bases
techniques.
Some techniques are discussing:
1.
It
is
simplest
type
of
whorl,
combinatio
n of more
than two
ridges
which
make
complete
circuit with
two delta
points and
at least one
re-curving
ridge
in
front
of
each.
[9],[8][10]

A Central
Pocket
whorls
pattern
must have
type lines,
it contains
two Deltas
and at least
one ridge.
The
pattern
tends
to
create an
absolute
circle. It
also
known as
also
known as a
Peacock’s
Eye

A Double
Loop
pattern
implies is
made up
of
two
Loops
joint into
one
fingerprin
t.
A double
Loop
pattern
consists
of
two
disconnec
t
Loop
formation
s
with
two
separate
and
different
set
of
Shoulders
and two
Deltas.

Accidental
whorls
are
combination of
two
diverse
types
of
patterns (with
the omission of
Plain Arches)
These
are
found in this
type
of
combination.
1. Loop and a
Whorl
2. Loop and
a Tented
Arch
3. Loop and
Central
Pocket
Loop
4. Double
Loop and
Central
Pocket
Loop

Minutiae Extraction technique.
Minutiae Extraction techniques fingerprint
scanning technology that represent local
feature (termination lines, bifurcation) called
as minutia.
Minutiae matching working on local feature
and
compare
the
identification
and
verification. The Minutiae of the fingerprint
give accurate information compared to the
ridge shape features since the ridge shape
features contains only the loop (∩), arch (∆)
and whorl(o) information which may lead to
false recognition. Minutiae details are precise,
and it consists of two types of minutiae feature
namely Ridge ending and Bifurcation
[13],[14].

The ridges When the ridges are a feature of
fingerprint then the result is accurate to
compare. The fingerprint provides:
a) Preprocessing
b) Minutia Extraction
c) Post processing
This figure 2 shows minutia extraction with three
phases preprocessing, Minutia extraction, post
processing. The sub step of preprocessing is image
enhancement effect on image quality and reduces
noise, image binarization and image segmentation
2.

Pattern base matching or ridges
feature.
Feature extraction and template creation on ridges
which create basic pattern. Pattern based algorithm
compare arches, wholes and loop structures of
finger with pervious stored template.
The contender fingerprint is graphically compared
with the pervious stored picture
the main
disadvantage if alignment, orientation is out most
probably same fingerprints may be varied. [2][10]

Figure 4 chart 4[8]

3. Correlation Based techniques
Correlation algorithms used to match two
fingerprint images are matched through pixel. these
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pixels are computing or process for different
alignment and rotations. The complexity of
correlation algorithms is very high. [10][2]

have this unique finger impression design. Its
absence of centers, lines or deltas makes it novel.
Inside this example, two other sub-classifications
rise:
Plain Arch – Raised edges portray this example and
they reach out from one side of the finger to the
next in a consistent manner. This example makes
up a negligible 5% of the complete populace,
making it the rarest kind.
Tented Arch – Similar to the plain curve, the rose
curve likewise has brought edges streaming up in a
similar manner.

Figure 5

V.
DISCUSSION
Fingerprints offer straightforward, fast and
consistent access to private contact information,
installment information, mail and area data or
information of location, while likewise offering
another kind of scrambled data that can be related
with a verified client.

The particular contrast comes in the pitch of the
raised edge. The rose curve has a more honed edge
contrasted with the plain curve, which frames a
tent-like shape.
This is the most mainstream unique finger
impression design. In reality, with 60 to 70 percent
of the all-out populace have this example. Single
core and delta are available in loop pattern.

Unique finger impression sensors are utilized to
offer confirmation and approval to a person. In a
live scan, natural choices of the fingerprints are
extricated by unique finger impression sensors and
contrasted, and existing biometric layouts put away
inside the data. Unique finger impression sensors
are progressively used in gadgets, for example, cell
phones, tablets and PCs, and they are relied upon to
drive future market development. Amalgamate in
locks, remotes and other buyer gadgets. Expanded
utilization of shrewd gadgets for pretty much every
movement, for example, charge installments, buys
and in any event, banking, with an expanded
requirement for secure biometric validation
frameworks. Expanded utilization of unique mark
sensors frameworks in the military remembering
for army installations, where they are utilized to
approve border access and individual security
frameworks for army bases to forestall
psychological militant assaults. [15],[16].
VI.

CONCLUSION

Biometric ID is an advancement innovation used to
distinguish people dependent on different special
biometric information. [15] One of these biometric
distinguishing proof methods is unique mark
acknowledgment which is additionally the most
well-known on the planet. This is the rarest kind of
unique mark. it all about 5% of the total populace
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